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I am an artist. I make art. Why does it still feel so wrong to call myself an artist? Making art at

home for myself is one thing, but trying to make something that might be meaningful to

someone else and to try and sell it - that changes it. That invites the opinions and judgments of

others. Do they think what I've made is considered art? This is why I didn't take art classes in

middle and high school - except in 7th grade when Mr. Beavers (yes that was his real name)

almost gave me a "B." Which is really too bad because I love creating things and I always have. I

went to an art preschool for art's sake. It saddens me to think I discouraged myself from

something I enjoy, something that has been so important to me in my 20s, because I wasn't

immediately perfect at it and that it could affect my GPA. I was more encouraged to pursue

math and science. Which were things I also enjoyed but they were subjects that are more

practical and conducive to capitalistic success.

I believe that having the freedom to explore, learn, and try new things without judgment has

been the best part of adulthood. There are no grades in hobbies. Granted it took me a while to

figure out how to do that. I've had to reshape and reconfigure my identity, my perception of

myself. It's been the most difficult and rewarding thing I've ever done. It's much easier to know

what you want once you know what is important to you. Not important to others, not what is

important to you because of what others want from you, but YOU. It is challenging to remove

that filter from your mind. If you become miserable enough it somehow becomes easier to see

what is important to YOU. It becomes your lifeline. I guess that's what they mean by hitting rock

bottom. 

The person I am now is the truest version of myself that has existed and we're not that different

from young Miranda. Maybe reshape and reconfigure aren't the right words for the work I've

done. Maybe I'm rediscovering.

It's funny to see who has stuck around and who has created distance. The people who

celebrated me for the self-sacrificing do-it-all know-it-all I had adapted to be would probably

cringe if they read any of my newsletters or social media posts. Imagining this makes me smirk

because I'm no longer trying to please these people and I am so happy. I really am. I am

surrounded by people who also love this version of me. I've found communities filled with people

who share my interests and values. It makes me nervous to move away because it has taken me

so long to create this comfort. 

I also know that I was not built to have a traditional life. However silly that sounds I know that I

will not be content staying in the same place or doing the same things the rest of my life. This

month I went on a coffee date with a beautiful and kind woman who gave me a new

perspective on my fear of moving. She encouraged me to seek the adventure I'm craving

because cultivating community is going to be easier for me now because I know what I'm

looking for. And  because the places I want to go are places where queer, creative, open, and

passionate people are everywhere. Kansas City will always be there. 
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texts to myself: september 2021

can't always choose happiness but can choose not to dive to the deepest depths of the

darkness

years to lessen the social filter so I can speak directly with my thoughts

one year ago I couldn't remember the last time I had laughed so hard I felt it in my

stomach

we are more than our sad stories

I'm in the falling action of many plot arcs

overcomplicate the simple and oversimplify the complicated

I love you more fully now because the adult in me sees the adult in you

sometimes the amount of love in my heart is so much it hurts

life goal to get a caricature drawn

I'll overthink it later

if we wait until our lives were pain free no one would have lives worth living

may I be safe, may I be happy, may I be at peace, may I be healthy

bistitchual

I'm picky, that does not mean I have high standards

life becomes less performative

SCULPTED

reckless thoughts tickling the back of my brain

september 1, 2021

september 3, 2021

september 8, 2021

september 9, 2021

september 10, 2021

september 12, 2021

september 17, 2021

september 18, 2021

september 22, 2021

september 24, 2021

september 30, 2021



ARTS AND CRAFTS

For the first time I sold my
creations. I finally put together
a zine of recipes featured in
this newsletter. I'm currently

working on launching an Etsy
store. Like, actually this time. 



RECIPES FOR DEPRESSION



The biggest unknown I've been dealing with in therapy (besides deconstructing and processing

my trauma) is how to handle these waves of existential despair. Sabrina's recommendation was

to try connecting to something spiritual - a higher power to believe in when the physical world

becomes too much. And what I mean by too much is that feeling that there is so much suffering

and greed and evil and knowing there is very little I can do about it on a grand scale. My skills

can't quite help me with that. Maybe a dash of radical acceptance and dialectics could help,

but often the existential despair is too strong or too embedded.

She's encouraged me to research different religious beliefs, talk to people of those faiths, and

attend services. But I'm just not a religious person. I do believe that anything is possible - we're

just silly tiny humans what the heck do we really know anyway. However, I don't think I could have

faith in something strong enough to deter these feelings. It's just not for me. I respect religion

and I also recognize how many of these establishments have negatively impacted human

existence from molesting children, inciting wars, targeting, ostracizing, and murdering

marginalized groups, infiltrating politics and allowing policies to be enacted that are actively

hurting people, ETC. I know it's not all churches, but I think it's important to acknowledge. 

I do think her advice is good in a general sense of finding something bigger than I am,

something purposeful, important, and aligned with my personal values. And I think I've found that

place. My roommate and outstanding friend and human Ali and I stumbled upon it one day

because we wanted some creative coffee shop time at like 7pm which is SO LATE for a coffee

shop in Kansas City. I found a place that was open until 10pm, but only on Wednesdays. I thought

that was kind of weird but it was Wednesday so we decided to check it out. After an hour of

good coffee and writing time, people started to file in. A couple of them were setting up chairs

and a microphone. We had accidentally attended an open mic poetry night. We heard people

speak about beautiful things, painful things, traumatic things. I got goosebumps. I cried. I knew I

had to come back.

CONVERSATIONS FROM THERAPY
take me to church

They quickly welcomed me into their

"brave space." I've read a couple of times

which was terribly nerve-wracking but the

snaps and claps and oooOOOooOOhs

kept me going. A few of them have

published books and THEY complimented

me. They're helping me combat my

loneliness, my self-inflicted strangeness,

my occasional existential crisis. Follow

them @poeticundergroundkc on Instagram.



THANK YOU
FOR READING AND

SUBSCRIBING

Miranda Writes is a free
publication, however, if
you'd like to support this

newsletter and this
starving artist (therapy is

expensive y'all) we are now
accepting gifts via PayPal

or Venmo

http://paypal.me/mirandarohn

